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From: Schroeter, Tom EM:EX 
Sent: Monday, September 20,2004 8:12 AM 
To: 'Ron Coombes' 
Subject: RE: Orphan Boy Resources Update 'I confidential" 

Ron, thanks very much for the updates. And - congratulations to you and your 'Team'! I look forward to hearing 
more. 

Tom 
Tom Schroeter, P.Eng./P.Geo. 

Senior Regional Geologist 

Geological Survey and Development Branch 

Mining and Minerals Division 

Ministry of Energy and Mines 

Direct Telephone 604 660-281 2 

Messages & Enquiries 604 660-2708 

Facsimile 604 775-031 3 
email tom.schroeter@gems6.gov.bc.ca 

Autotel604 662-9091 

-----Original Message----- 
From : Ron Coo m bes [ma i It0 :orphan res@ telus . net] 
Sent: Friday, September 17, 2004 12:14 PM 
To: Schroeter, Tom EM:M 
Subject: Orphan Boy Resources Update confidential" 

Hello Tom , 

Hope your having an awesome time in the field more importantly seeing first hand some new discoveries. 

I just wanted to give you a quick update as to the progress at the Goldstream. We are currently working on 
the Rain property, which we visited together earlier in the summer. 

As it turns out we have not as of yet gotten anywhere near our first target the VMS up the hill because we 
are having to much joy down the hill lower in the valley. Yesterday we hit 30 metres of disseminated moly 
in the intrusive below the Sorrcer Skarn assays are pending and fingers are crossed. 

The team has found what appears to be tetrahedrite first in float than found in place over a width of 2 
metres see www.orphanboy.-com pic at bottom of news release click and see. 

While staking additional ground to protect down dip extension on another target the prospectors found 
more tetra. 

First drill hole drilling blindly due to massive float boulders near surface probably 30 - 40 tonnes a 
piece drilling intersected 9.5m of semi massive sulphide than intersected a second 2 m of same. Mostly 
finely disseminated iron pyrite with some chalco this system is obviously of some significance and 
hopefully somewhere along strike the other way around? 
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Before intersecting the intrusive on the last hole we hit some very encouraging looking mineralization that 
has good potential to be gold bearing. 

They were setting up the drill pad and found a six hundred Ib slab of pure chalco on suface, Gordon figures 
it rivals Dowa's sample of yellow ore 
from their downtown Vancouver office. Love to find this in place and the blood hounds are searching. 

Found one other occurrance which appears to be a magnetite/ copper skarn. 

In closing, lots of smoke just have to find the fire I will be up at the Goldstream all weekend if you get a 
chance and wish to hear more love to hear from you Goldstream at 1 604 837 9308 or 837 9312 

Cheers, 

Ron Coombes 
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